
Electrical overloading: Are your units wired for fire? 
 
Overloaded outlets, extension cords, and power strips are a leading cause of fires in older 
residential multiunit apartment buildings and condominium structures. So what can you do? 
 

 

Residents should be informed of the load electrical sockets in your multifamily dwelling can tolerate 
and instructed not to overload those outlets by adding plugs via power strips or extension cords. 
Additionally, even in newer apartments and condos, power strips should not be piggybacked—where 
one strip is plugged into another. And appliances should never be run off an extension cord. They 
should be connected directly into a wall socket. 
  
It’s not only in-unit sockets and electrical cords that can cause fires. Overloading a building’s electrical 
system can result in circuit board fires and flames inside walls where wiring heats up way beyond its 
capacity and catches drywall or laths on fire. These kinds of overloads can occur in the summer when 
air-conditioning units are plugged into three-prong adapters for two-prong outlets or conversion 
extension cords. They can also result from the use of electrical heaters that require more voltage than 
the wiring provides. 
  
There may be cases where a building’s heat or air-conditioning fail and temporary accommodations 
need to be made to prevent tenants from becoming ill due to the temperature. If this occurs, property 
managers should consult electrical professionals who specialize in multiunit properties. An evaluation 
of the wiring needs to take place before any temporary temperature-control devices are put in place. 
This includes the wiring that exists behind the walls, circuit boards, outlets – the entire electrical 
system. And property managers should get out ahead of residents on the issue so tenants don’t go out 
on their own and begin plugging in self-serve systems. 
  
One particular danger of electrical fires is that they are often hidden until they are fairly substantial. 
They typically begin inside walls but—depending on the placement of power strips and extension 
cords—may ignite under furniture or bedding. Make sure smoke detectors and sprinkler systems are 
working at all times in every location and warn residents about the hidden hazards of electrical fires so 
they minimize chances of ignition. 
  
Additionally, make residents feel completely comfortable about reporting odd odors, such as smoke, 
burning rubber or plastic, or other unusual smells. Be sure to send a qualified investigator to respond 
to each report to check walls and outlets for excessive heat. Measurement devices are widely available 
and easy to learn to use. Thank residents for all reports—even those that turn up nothing—and 
encourage them to remain vigilant. They are your eyes and ears. With their help and your due 
diligence, you should be able to minimize or prevent the occurrence of electrical fires. 
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